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PRECOCIOUS 
LACUNA

Creativity to see space through different angles is needed when one only has a 
three-bedroom single storey terrace but requires room for far more members 
of the family. How do we ensure each family member has their privacy within 

the space that is readily available? 
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NAME OF DESIGNER | DESIGNER TEAM
DESIGNATION | INTERIOR DESIGNERS 
PROJECT TYPE | SINGLE STOREY TERRACE
PROJECT CATEGORY | SHOWHOUSE
PROJECT LOCATION | IPOH
SITE AREA  | 1,400 SQ FT

U
sing a modern open space concept in this long and narrow 
family hall, the designers of Goldfields Concept are able to 
bring in creative debossed walls and other features without 
fringing too much into the usable area. Curvature elements 

in the wall are highlighted with light yellow paint and half mirrors to 
capture the mood of the living room. Simple yet cosy, a beige three-
seater sofa and matching modern lamp shades on black side tables 
face the TV cabinet of matching tones. 

A round marble feature in the curved arch wall design serves as a 
“flat” partition into a different space. Here, the dining room is much 
livelier in its palette scheme with an indoor wall garden that hangs 
above the upholstered wall panels. The grey of these elements is in 
cohesion with the modern wood and marble dining table, as well 
as the contrastingly striking yellow chairs. Overhead, a modern 
constellation bulb chandelier lends a slightly rustic look to this 
modern-themed home. 

Further ensuring that this home maintains a spacious atmosphere, 
the designers have lined the cabinets against both side of the wall’s 
length. These white painted built-in cabinetries and shelf lights 
brightens the space while contrasting with the rich black marble tiles. 

The master bedroom adopts a light and airy ambience using white 
walls, ceilings and a fitted IKEA pax wardrobe with transparent doors. 
These make the Knappa pendant lamp look like a floating cloud in 
heaven, completed by an elegant touch of the half-moon mirror. A 
mini feature wall, the headboard is made out of upholstered brown 
fabric that lines most of the wall. 

Coming to the second bedroom that must house two individuals, the 
designers have come up with a unique solution. A secure wood panel 
with its own staircase is fixed to the wall, creating a split-level space. 
The upper area is simple with white ceiling and grey walls. Below, 
hidden lights in the headboard make up for the lack of light while the 
furnishing here are in grey and white.  

Unlike the other two bedrooms, the last sleeping space does not 
have natural light to brighten the ambience. Thus, the designers 
have ensured an almost fully white area; white walls, white fitted 
cabinet with transparent doors, white bedding and a large mixture 
of hidden white and warm lights. Ensuring that the room does not 
lose character, they have added in a unique triangular upholstered 
headboard that is softened by the modern round pendant light and 

warm brown display cabinet. 
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